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BULLETIN 498

PROCUREMENT
POLICIES AND
PRACTICES OF DAIRY
MANUFACTURING PLANTS
IN EASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA
Part II. Managerial Decision Making

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE, BROOKINGS
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, COOPERATING

FOREWORD
This report is the second of a
two-part series concerning the re
sults of a project entitled "A Study
of Managerial Decision Making and
Procurement Policies in Selected
South Dakota Dairy Plants." The
project was carried out by the
South Dakota State College Agri
cultural Experiment Station under
a Research and Marketing Act con
tract for the U. S. Department of
Agriculture.
The first phase of the project
dealt with the procurement policies
and practices and competitive re
lationships among the dairy manu
facturing plants in eastern South
Dakota. The results were reported
in Procurement Policies and Prac
tices of Dairy Manufacturing Plants
in Eastern South Dakota: Part I.
Market Structure and Behavior,
Bulletin No. 497, South Dakota
State College Agricultural Experi
ment Station. It serves as a back
ground and companion report for
the present publication.
The authors are especially in
debted to Dr. Louis F. Herrman of
the U. S. Department of Agricul
ture for help and guidance in or
ganizing and carrying out the
study; to Dr. Ragnar L. Kristjanson,
former associate economist, for en
couragement and advice in organ
izing the study; and to Dr. Carl L.
Wilson, former associate professor
of speech, for advice in the areas
of psychology and communications,
framing the decision-making model,
organizing the study, and surveying
the literature.
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PROCUREMENT POLICIES
and PRACTICES of DAIRY
MANUFACTURING PLANTS
in eastern South Dakota

Part: II. Managerial Decision Making
TRAVIS W. MANNING AND RALPH

E. NELSON 1

INTRODUCTION

proving procurement practices is
efficient decision making.

Decision making, as a problem
solving activity, is the primary
function of management. The effi
ciency with which this function is
performed is important to the effec
tive operation of dairy manufactur
ing plants.

The structure of the market for
manufacturing milk and cream is
such that each plant has a few dir
ect rivals, but it is indirectly re
lated to all other plants through
the network of direct rivalry. Con
sequently, while procurement strat
egies are directed primarily against
direct rivals, the effects on indirect
rivals also needs to be taken into
consideration. A second significant
characteristic of the market struc
ture is the relatively smaller num
bers and larger sizes of plants com
pared with producers. However,
the potential inequality of market
power is to some extent neutraliz
ed by the prevalence of producer-

The Problem

The aggregate capacity of the
dairy manufacturing plants in eas
tern South Dakota, as in many
other areas, greatly exceeds the
available supplies of milk and
cream. This has resulted in multiple
overlapping of procurement areas,
excessive interplant rivalry, and
questionable procurement prac
tices. The formulation of procure
ment polices is an important part
of managerial decision making.
Thus, one of the requisites for im-
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integrated,. plants. Another impor
tant consideration is that the buy
ing of milk and cream is highly
dilferentiated by services, good will,
and location while the selling is
not. Procurement strategies under
these circumstances tend to con
centrate on methods which will
hold present patrons and attract
those of competing plants.
Objectives

The general purpose of this study
was to gain a clearer understand
ing of managerial decision making
in order to learn how it might be
improved. The specific aims were
to determine the problem situa
tions, goals, sources of information,
methods of evaluation, and roles of
participants in the decision making
process.
Procedure

Bulk milk handling was chosen
as the focal point of this study be
cause it involved a major procure
ment policy decision and a number
of plants under similar circum
stances had been involved recently
in such a decision. The matter was
of sufficient importance that boards
of directors as well as managers
were involved in the decision-mak
ing process but not so important
that:a vote of the members was re
quired.
Bulk milk handling had been con
sidered in 11 dairy manufacturing
plants in eastern South Dakota at
the time the study began. All of
these plants were producer-inte
grated butter manufacturing plants.
Substantially complete information
on the bulk milk decision was ob-

tained from six of the plants. Par
tial information was obtained from
two others, one of which went out
of business while the study was
underway and the decision process
was not completed in the other. The
others had to be excluded for var
ious reasons.
Data were obtained from mana
gers concerning the nature of the
bulk milk decision; procurement
policies, goals, and results in terms
of quantity and quality of product
and efficiency of plant and assem
bly operations; degree of know
ledge; sources, channels, types, and
evaluation of information about
bulk handling; and participation
and roles in decision making of
managers, directors, members, and
others. The information sought
from directors was similar in na
ture but less extensive than that
sought from the managers.
ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

Managerial decision making in
dairy plants is a complex process.
In the analysis of such a process,
the simplifying framework of a
theoretical model is very helpful.
Since mental processes and group
behavior are involved, parts of the
model derive from disciplines other
than economics. The model is pre
sented here to permit the reader to
evaluate its adequacy and to facili
tate his interpretation of the en
suing analysis:
Major operating decisions
dairy plants tend to be made

in

(a). in the context of the plants'
internal-external situation;
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(b) where there is some problem
in the achievement of plant
goals which involves imper
fect knowledge and alterna
tive solutions;
(c) through the manager, who
identifies the problem, ac
quires knowledge concerning
its solution, and formulates a
choice;
(d) by the board of directors,
which may either participate
actively in the problem-sol
ving or simply accept the
choice of the manager;
(e) under the influence of var
ious subgroups which com
prise the organizational group
affected by the problem or
its solution.
While this model was designed
specifically for organizations with
hired managers and elected dir
ectors, it can be adapted to other
forms. No attempt was made to
test the theory upon which the
model was based, but it appeared
to be consistent with the findings
of the study.
Problem-Solving

Individual decision making is
problem-solving or learning be
havior. Two kinds of problem solv
ing may be distinguished-genuine
decisions and habitual or routine
behavior. Katona defines genuine
decisions as those which ". . . re
quire the perception of a new sit
uation and the solution of the
problem raised by it; they lead to
responding to a situation in a nev,,
way" (23, p. 49). Habitual behavior,
in contrast, involves a routine re-

5

sponse to a repetitive situation.
Genuine decision making requires
the recognition that a problem ex
ists-that a gap exists between
"what is" and "what ought to be,"
or between expectations and aspir
ations. Decisions are influenced by
or through the individual's motives,
attitudes, and perceptions. A deci
sion normally involves making a
choice between alternative solu
tions in a state of imperfect know
ledge.
The expectations which influence
decision making are themselves a
form of learned behavior-an ex
tension of past experiences into the
future. Psychological studies indi
cate that changes in business ex
pectations which bring about new
decisions tend to happen infre
quently, to be substantial or radi
cal in degree, and to occur at about
the same time and in the same di
rection for many people (23, pp.
54-55). The awareness of a new
problem is brought about by some
significant change in expectations.
The individual has a complex
pattern of aspirations and goals.
The simple hedonic (pleasure-pain)
theory of behavior, associated with
classical economics by Jevons (19),
Edgeworth (12), Marshall (29), and
others, has little support in mod
ern psychology. Hayes has pointed
out that psychological hedonism
was grafted onto classical econom
ics without changing its theoreti
cal structure and " . . . did not add
any thing to economic theory . . .
for it simply begged the question
it set out to answer" (16, p. 298).

6
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Much behavior is unexplainable
and seemingly irrational in hedonic
terms. The "instinct" theory of be
havior, popularized in economics
by Veblen ( 40) and others also
failed to contribute much to the
understanding of economic behav
ior but it did open the door to a
more pragmatic approach.
More recent psychological theor
ies recogni�e the existence of mul
tiple goals and the possible satiety
of needs or drives. Goals need not
be fixed but may be adjusted to the
attainable on the basis of exper
ience. According to Simon,
If we seek to explain business be
havior in the terms of this theory, we
must expect the firm's goals to be not
maximizing profit, but attaining a
certain level or rate of profit, holding
a certain share of the market or a
certain level of sales. Firms would
try· to "satisfice" rather than to max
imize. ( 36, p. 263; cf. 23, p. 214ff.)

While the maximizing behavior
model may facilitate analysis in
some contexts and it may yield re
sults similar to the sa�isficing be
havior mode, in some cases a mod
el postulating multiple competing
goals and limited aspiration levels
seemed most appropriate for this
study. This model avoids one of the
more troublesome problems of mar
ginalism-the potential conflict be
tween long-run and short-run gain
maximization.
Knowledge

Problem solving, being a form of
learning, involves the acquisition of
new knowledge. Knight has distin
guished three degrees of knowl
edge-certainty, risk, and uncer-

tainty. Objective certainty, in the
sense that knowledge is perfect,
implies that learning is complete,
the solution to the problem at hand
is known, and no genuine decision
making is required ( 25, pp. 267-68 ) .
Risk, defined a s a situation in
which the probabilities of errors are
known, also implies that learning
has ceased and, thus, is not in
volved in genuine decision making
except as a possible end product.
Genuine decision making may in
volve any of several imperfect
knowledge situations. These may
be divided into subjective risk and
subjective uncertainty situations
(20; 21; 42). Subjective risk may be
defined as a situation in which the
decision maker feels his knowledge
is sufficient for action and addi
tional knowledge would not be
worth the cost of acquiring it. Sub
jective uncertainty is any situation
in which the decision maker feels
his knowledge is not sufficient for
action. He may feel that additional
knowledge is worth more than
it costs and continue learning. Al
ternatively, he may feel that addi
tional knowledge would cost too
much and quit learning. "Forced
action" is a situation not specifi
cally included in any of the fore
going categories. It involves being
required to make a decision by out
side circumstances although the
decision maker feels that the value
of additional knowledge would ex
ceed its cost if he had time to
acquire it. This can be regarded as
a special kind of risk situation since
the decision maker has concluded

Procurement Policies and Practices P:irt II

that he can take action without
further learning. 2
Information is the raw material
of knowledge (26). The acquisition
of knowledge involves the collec
tion, evaluation, and analysis of in
formation (4, p. 29). The learning
process requires the making of a
series of minor decisions along the
way toward the final decision. Each
datum must be examined for rele
vance, adequacy, and reliability.
At some point the decision maker
may conclude that it is not worth
while to collect further informa
tion. Then, he must evaluate the
data and decide whether his knowl
edge is adequate for choosing a
solution to the problem at hand.
If the decision maker concludes
that he has enough information, he
must next decide if it is sufficiently
reliable. This may involve assigning
a subjective probability to each da
tum or group of data, or it may be
much more general and imprecise.
Ideally, the analysis of the data
would weigh various probabilities
concerning adequacy and reliabil
ity. When the alternative solutions
have been laid out, the final evalu
ation and selection will be compli
cated by many considerations-the
probable sufficiency of the data, the
probabilities of various levels of
success, and the prqbabilities of
various levels of cost. The choice
among the various alternatives in
volves weighing probable levels of
success against probable levels of
cost to arrive at probable efficien
cies which, in turn, are weighed
against probabilities of success.

7

The choice of a solution is deter
mined by the decision maker's field
of behavior (i.e., his drives, atti
tudes, and frames of reference) (23,
p. 3lff., 52ff.; 43, p. 6ff.). Although
mental processes per se were not a
subject of this study, some aspects
of them had to be taken into con
sideration. The role of intuition in
decision making is an important
question. Intuition may be used as
a "short cut" to substitute for in
formation or logical analysis. The
decision maker may be unable to
give an adequate explanation for
a decision arrived at intuitively
(26, pp. 67-68). The decision
maker's attitude toward risk taking
is another important question. Two
persons may reach the same conclu
sions aboqt the potential efficien
cies and probable success of various
alternatives and still make different
choices (11, pp. 80-81; 20, pp. 18-22;
27, pp. 19-23; 36, pp. 257-58; 41 ).
For example, one person might
seek to minimize the maximum
loss, the other to maximize the min
imum gain. Or, one may choose
with reference to achieving a speci
fic goal without regard to net gains
or losses.
Group Action

The operation of a dairy plant
involves group action of a complex
order. Policy making under such
�Johnson classified forced action as subjective uncertainty on the basis that the
decision maker feels additional know
ledge would be worth more than its. cost
if he had time to acquire it ( 20, p. 11).
However, this excludes one of the impor
tant elements of cost-the cost of delay
ing the decision.

8
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circumstances is genuine group de
cision making. Katona has pointed
out that
Psychological processes occur only
in the individual being, not in the
group; only the individual acts, not
the group. But the individual does
not think and act in the same way ir
respective of whether he is or is not
a member of a group. Action in
groups-social behavior-may differ
greatly from individual action, but
must and can be explained in terms
of the same psychological principles
( 23, p. 37 ) .

Since a dairy organization is a for
mal group, an institution, and a go
ing concern, the behavior of the
various members of the group is
channeled along fairly well defined
pathways. That is, the members
have definite roles, the most clearly
defined being the leadership roles.
Leadership operates at all levels
or phases of the group decision
making process. Individual goals
and problems are communicated to
the leaders who weigh and aggre
gate them. The primary leader
typically, the manager-defines the
group problem, seeks knowledge
about its solution, weighs the alter
natives, and makes a recommenda
tion to the group. In the process, he
acts as the focal point for all flows
of information concerning the prob
lem and p<;>ssible solutions. A dom
inating leader tends to present a fi
nal choice to the group for accep
tance or rejection, using whatever
influence and persuasion he deems
necessary to obtain the approval of
the group. A passive leader tends
to present the various alternatives
and leaves the choice to the group.

The "democratic" leader operates
between the two extremes.
The role of the board of direc
tors may vary with the nature of the
decision and the role of the man
ager ( 15, pp. 241-43 ) . Routine
decisions may be made exclusively
by the manager and major organi
zational decisions by the member
ship collectively, leaving operating
policy decisions the chief concern
of the directors. If the board is
dominated by the manager, it may
act largely as a "rubber stamp"
and routinely accept his decisions.
Conversely, if one of the directors
dominates the group, the manager
may act simply as an advisor to
him and the rest of the board. Un
der a typical arrangement, leader
ship is shared between the man
ager and the president or chairman
of the board along functional lines.
The manager initiates policy ac
tions and the president leads the
board action or, as the case may be,
the action of the membership or
stockholder group.
There are numerous subgroups
in the overall group which com
prises the dairy plant organization.
In addition to the leadership and
membership subgroups, there are
patrons, customers, plant employ
ees, assembly truck drivers, sales
men, suppliers, financial agencies,
and local townspeople. Each sub
group has some interest in the deci
sions adopted by the plant and it
may use any of various means to
make its wishes known. Some of the
subgroups may be comparatively
voiceless while others may have a
strong influence on plant decisions.

9
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EXPECTATIONS AND GOALS

The eight plants included in this
study began receiving whole milk
in the period from November 1955
to March 1958. Prior to that time
the only creamery in South Dakota
receiving whole milk was operated
by a fluid milk bargaining associa
tion. Five of the plants were re
ceiving bulk milk at the time the
survey was made, one plant was
preparing to receive bulk, one plant
was undecided about going into
bulk, and one was picking up bulk
and hauling it to another creamery.
Two of these plants provided in
complete data and were omitted
from most of the tabulations and
analyses.

pounds in 1957 and from 64,000 to
1,960,000 pounds in 1958 (Table 1 ) .
Whole milk receipts varied even
more, ranging from 3,120,000 to
19,350,000 pounds among six plants
reporting milk receipts in 1957, and
from 4,000,000 to 21,000,000 pounds
among seven plants reporting milk
receipts in 1958. For the six plants
which furnished relatively complete
information, butter production in
creased 13% and whole milk receipts
36% from 1957 to 1958.

Volume

The volume of products handled
varied considerably among the
plants studied. Butter production
varied from 353,000 to 1,780,000

It was assumed that the volume
goals would be related to the plant's
current situation, the manager's and
directors' estimates of the plant's
capacity, and their concept of the
ideal size for their plant. Managers·
estimates of the capacity or opti
mum volume of their present facil
ities ranged from 700,000 pounds to
3,000,000 p ounds of butter ( Table
2 ) . The average cap acity estimate
was 42% higher than th e average

Table 1. Butter Production and Milk and Cream Receipts, Eight South Dakota Creameries,
1957 and 1958
>'

Butter
production

Plants

A __________________
B ------------------

1957

468
618
c __________________ 788
D __________________ 797
E __________________ 1 ,0 1 6
F ---------------- 1 ,780
Average
6 plants ______ 9 1 1
x ------------------ 529
y ------------------ 353
* Not reported.

Whole milk
received

1 958

1957

468
700
900
950
1 ,200
1 ,960

5,0 1 4
0
1 3,754
7,643
1 9,350
6,2 84

1 ,030
528
64

1 958

Butterfat in
cream received

1957

(thousand pounds)

Total butterfat received

1958

1957

1 958

6,200
4,000
15,000
1 0,71 4
2 1 ,000
1 4,122

1 83
488
1 77
371
2 19
1 , 1 92

120
390
340
371
200
1 ,072

377
488
68 1
639
844
1 ,419

368
530
865
746
946
1 ,581

8,676 1 1 ,842
3,120
4,150
n.r.*
n.r.

438
316
n.r.

416
280
n.r.

741
43 1
n.r.

840
425
n.r.

Estimated
proportion
of milk received in bulk

1957 1 958
(% )

0
0
25
0
10
15

3
4
40
0
19
20

JO
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Table 2. Manager6' Estimates of Optimum Volumes of Present Plants and Ideal
Size of Plant, Six South Dakota Creameries, 1958
Quantity

Plants

A ______________

B
C
D
E
F

--------------------------______________
______________
______________
Average --

Optimum volume*
Butter
Whole
producmilk
tion
receipts

700
800
1 ,000
1 ,250
2,000
3,000
1 ,459

( thousand pounds)

1 7,000
13,000
28,000
15,000
40,000
36,500
24,922

Proportion of 1958 volume

Ideal sizet
Whole
Butter
milk
producreceipts
tion

1 ,000
1 ,000
1 ,500
1 ,500
2,000
3,000
1 ,667

36,000
36,500
36,000
35,000
40,000
68,500
42,008

Optimum volume
Ideal size
Butter Whole
Butter Whole
produc- milk
produc- milk
receipts
tion
receipts
tion

150
1 14
111
13 2
1 67
1 53
142

(%)

274
325
187
1 40
190
261
211

214
143
1 67
1 58
1 67
1 53
162

(%)

580
912
240
327
1 90
489
355

*Optimum volume was defined in relation to existing plant and equipment.
tldeal size was defined in relation to economics of scale and potential milk supplies.

output in 1958. Managers' esti
mates of ideal size of plant ( de
fined as maximum economies of
scale in plant and procurement
costs ) ranged from 1,000,000 to
3,000,000 pounds of butter. The av
erage of the estimates was 62%
higher than average 1958 produc
tion. The estimates of ideal size
seemed to be restricted by the man
agers' estimates of how much milk
and cream they could procure and
by the fact that some of them be
lieved there were little or no fur
ther plant economies beyond
1,000,000 pounds capacity. There
was a clo·s e relationship between
current voiumes and estimates of
ideal volume and five of the man
agers felt that ideal size was about
half again larger than current vol
mne.
It might be hypothesized that
managers' concepts of ideal size
,.vere a constant ratio of their cur
rent volumes. Previous South Dako
ta studies which involved some of

the same plants tended to support
this hypothesis. For example, two
of the plants had been surveyed in
1955 when they were producing
about 500,000 pounds of butter and
the
managers
then
thought
1,000,000 pounds an ideal volume.
Apparently, as the plants expanded,
the managers' concepts of ideal vol
ume grew because one reported
1,500,000 pounds and the other
2,000,000 pounds as an ideal vol
ume in 1958. The significance of
this, insofar as the present study
was concerned, was that no manag
er was satisfied with his current
volume and before one goal was
reached a higher one was estab
lished. Technological changes, no
doubt, had a strong influence on
goals. Insofar as concepts of ideal
size represented goals, the goals ap
peared to remain fixed only so long
as it took volumes to approach the
goals, then they were raised.
The emphasis on whole milk was
related to both volume and quality

11
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The managers' expectations for
goals. Four of the six managers
wanted to receive all of their butter increased butterfat receipts over
fat in whole milk. Estimates of op the next five years ranged from 25
timum volume of milk ranged from to 74% of the 1958 receipts ( Table
40% to 225% above current volumes 3 ) . The average expected increase
and averaged lll% higher. Ideal was 50% as compared with 42% in
whole milk receipts were estimated estimated excess capacity of present
to be 90% to 812% above current vol plants and 62% increase necessary to
umes and averaged 255% more than reach ideal size. Only one manag
er expected volume in five years
1958 average receipts.
The directors' estimates of opti to be less than present capacity. The
mum volumes for existing facilities managers of the two largest volume
were generally lower than the man plants expected receipts to exceed
agers' estimates. Most directors es the ideal volume. However, they
timated capacity at 1,000,000 felt their present plants to be ideal
pounds of butter, irrespective of in size. Five of the six plants appar
plant size. Some directors of one ently would have to expand facili
plant estimated capacity to be ties if the expectations of the mana
1,000,000 pounds although the gers were realized. There appeared
plant was producing 1,200,000 to be no close relationship between
pounds. Several directors stated current volume and expected in
that they did not know either the creases.
capacity or the current volume and
Managers expected most of the
several others who gave estimates increased receipts to come from
indicated that they were guessing. present patrons and new patrons in
It appeared that establishment of side present supply areas. The
sl?ecific goals was generally left to range in proportions of the in
the managers.
creases expected from outside presTable 3. Butterfat Receipts Expected by Managers in Five Years and Proportion of
Increase Expected from Various Sources, Six South Dakota Creameries, 1958

Plants

Proportion of increase expected from
Butterfat receipts expected Increased
New patrons
in five years
production New patrons outside of
Proportion of present in present
present
patrons supply area supply area
Amount
of 1958
(thousand lbs. )

A __________________________
B -------------------------C -------------------------D __________________________
E __________________________
F __________________________
Average ______________
*Unweighted means.

543
730
1,08 1
996
1,646
2 ,5 8 1
1,263

(% )

1 48
138
125
1 34
1 74
1 63
150

(%)

20
40
55
40
30
75
43 *

(%)

60
50
30
60
40
25
44 *

(%)

20
10

15
0
30
0
1 3*

12
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ent supply areas was O to 30%, and
the simple average was 13%. Most
managers had difficulty in explain
ing how they would attract addi
tional volume. Three expected to
gain more volume by personal con
tacts with patrons by managers and
field men, two by price, and two by
bulk procurement.
All managers expected milk pro
duction to increase in their procure
ment areas over the next five years.
The percentage increases expected
ranged from 15 to 50% and var
ied directly with current volume
of butterfat receipts. Four manag
ers thought they would be able to
obtain most of the increases for
their plants while two managers
gave very low estimates, possibly
through misinterpretation of the
question, since their answers did
not correlate very well with the ex
pectations previously stated ( in
Table 3 ) . All of them felt that in
creased dairy production was jus
tified and indicated that they would
encourage it by one means or an
other.
Five managers expected a further
shift from cream to whole milk in
the following year ( 1959 ) , assum
ing no change in procurement pol
icies. They expected to receive an
average of 327,000 pounds of but
terfat in cream or 21% less than in
1958, and 15,228,000 pounds of milk
or 29% more than in 1958. They ex
pected 4,359,000 pounds of the milk
to be received in bulk, almost twice
as much as estimated for 1958. Four
managers indicated they would be
satisfied with less, and one would be
satisfied only if he received as much

as in 1958. Three managers indicat
ed that they would be satisfied with
less can milk than they expected to
receive, while the other three
would be satisfied only if they re
ceived as much as expected. The
same division was indicated for
bulk milk as for can milk. All man
agers indicated that they would pre
fer to receive all milk in bulk.
The managers were generally op
timistic about the effects of bulk re
ceiving on total volume. They be
lieved that bulk receipts would in
crease slowly but steadily. Three
managers expected their bulk re
ceipts eventually to exceed 100,000
pounds per day while managers of
the two smallest plants did not ex
pect bulk receipts ever to get as
high as 25,000 pounds per day. This
seemed to be something of an anom
aly because most managers indicat
ed that there was no cost advantage
in bulk handling as long as they
continued to receive any cream or
milk in cans. Apparently, only two
managers expected to receive bulk
milk exclusively within five years,
although one other expected to do
so within ten years.
All managers felt that increased
volume would decrease manufac
turing costs ( Table 4 ) . Three man
agers thought it would decrease as
sembly costs, two thought it would
not change them, and one thought
it would increase them. Five manag
ers felt increased volume would
improve quality and one felt they
were unrelated. Four managers ex
pected it to increase prices paid to
patrons and two expected no
change.

13
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Table 4. Manager,s' Expectations of How Increased Volume Will Affect Costs,
Quality, and Prices to Patrons, Six South Dakota Creameries, 1958
Plants

Manufacturing
costs

A ____________________
B ______________________
C ____________________
D ____________________
E ____________________
F ____________________

Expected effect of ;ncreased volume on
Assembly
Quality
cost
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
No change
No change
Increase

Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease
Decrease

All managers expected patrons to
be benefited most by an increased
volume of business but, as noted
above, two of them felt an increased
volume would not change prices
paid to patrons, so it was not clear
how the patrons would be benefited.
All managers ranked other local
people, particularly businessmen,
second or third in degree of benefit
from increased volume. Three man
agers mentioned themselves as ben
eficiaries and :five mentioned other
employees of the plants.
Quality

There was a wide range in qual
ity of products bought and sold by

Improve
Improve
Improve
Improve
No change
Improve

Prices to
patrons
Increase
No change
Increase
No change
Increase
Increase

the six plants. The proportion of top
grades received ranged from O to
50% for cream, 80 to 95% for can
milk, and 92 to 98% for bulk milk
in 1957 ( Table 5 ) .
Two plants received better qual
ity in bulk than in cans while one
plant received slightly lower qual
ity in bulk. However, in the latter
case, the can milk quality was high
er than that of the other plants. The
quality of skim milk sold varied
from 70 to 95% grade 1. The rela
tionship between grades of milk
received and skim milk sold was not
as close as might be expected. One
plant reported a better grade on

Table 5. Proportion of Cream and Milk Receipts and Skim Milk and Butter Sales
Which Were Top Grade-Six South Dakota Creameries, 1 957

Plants

Manager
Proportions of receipts and sales which were grade considered
Sweet No. 1
No. 1
No. 1 AA and A
quality
cream can milk bulk milk skim milk butter
satisfactory

A ______________________ 1 2
B ______________________ 2
C ---------------------- 0

D ______________________ 5

E ____ _________________ 50

F __________ ___________ 1 5

80
80
80
85
88
95

(per cent)
n.r.*
n.a.t
98
n.a.
98
92

*No repl y because experience in bulk was too short.
tNot applicable.

85
80
70
70
95
75

60
0
80
90
1 00

40

yes
yes
no
no .
yes
neither
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skim milk than on whole milk. This
would be possible with careful
blending but it would be very diffi
cult to maintain. Two p 1 a n t s
showed sharp drops in quality from
whole to skimmed milk, reflecting
either poor grading, poor handling,
or both. Butter quality varied from
O to 100% grades AA and A com
bined. Only two plants reported
selling grade AA butter, one having
10% and the other 25%.
Three managers expressed satis
faction with their quality situations
although two of them had consid
erable room for improvement. Two
managers considered their quality
situations unsatisfactory and one
did not consider his either satisfac
tory or unsatisfactory.
Quality goals were difficult to
specify. Four managers defined
quality goals in percentage terms,
one in terms of continued improve
ment, and one could not define his
goals. Most of the directors defined
quality goals in terms of continued
improvement, although several

specified 100% grade A or grade 1.
They were almost unanimous that
quality should be improved. Most
managers felt that quality could be
improved by increased field work.
All of them felt that quality was a
farm problem and none mentioned
any quality problems within the
plants.
The managers felt that quality
needed to be improved in order to
improve the demand for butter.
Five said it would increase prices,
but the expected improvement in
prices was quite nominal. Expected
improvement in prices ranged up to
0.5 cents per pound for butter and
up to 15 cents per hundredweight
for skim milk ( Table 6 ) . Two man
agers expected no effect on operat
ing costs and four expected some
decrease ranging up to 1.0 cent.
Two managers expected no im
provement in prices paid patrons
for milk, two expected nominal im
provement, and the highest was 15
cents per hundredweight.
Most managers seemed to recog-

Table 6. Managers' Opinions of How a One-grade Improvement in Quality Would
Affect Prices Received for Butter and Skim Milk, Prices Paid to Patrons, and
Operating Costs, Six South Dakota Creameries, 1 958*

Plants

A
B
C
D
E
F

Expected effects of a one-grade
improvement in quality
on prices received for
Skim milk
Butter
(cents
per lb.)

---------------------------------- +0.25
---------------------------------- 0.50
---------------------------------- 0.00
---------------------------------- 0.00
---------------------------------- 0. 1 2
---------------------------------- 0 .50

+

+
+

Prices paid
to patrons
for milk

Operating
costs

(cents
per cwt.)

(cents
per cwt.)

(cents per lb.
of butter)

+1s.o
+s.s
0.0
+s.o

+ 1s.o

+2.0
+ 1 0.0

+ 1 .0
0.0

+4.S
0.0
+ 10.0

0.0
0.0
-fraction
-1.0
-0.1 2
-fraction

*In some cases, a one-grade improvement was not possible, and the question was interpreted to
mean improvement to top grade.
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nize that quality improvement
would increase producers' costs.
However, they did not feel that
producers would net less by im
proving quality. In predicting that
plant operating costs would be the
same or lower with improved qual
ity, managers apparently thought
strictly in terms of processing costs
and ignored the costs of quality
field work. If additional costs of
field work were included, quality
improvement
probably
would
cause total costs to increase.
Four managers ranked produc
ers first in order of benefits which
would result from quality improve
ment and the other two ranked
them second. All managers indi
cated the dairy industry would be
benefited and five thought consum
ers would benefit. Most of them felt
that quality improvement would
improve the market position of
butter vis-a-vis margarine. This,
they felt, would indirectly benefit
producers. Apparently, they feared
that butter might lose even more
of its market if quality was not im
proved.
The managers seemed to feel that
"quality" was a very worthwhile
objective for its own sake. Four
managers stated that quality was
more important than volume and
two said that they were equally
important. Five managers stated
that there were conflicts between
their quality and volume goals. One
manager said there were no con
flicts but followed by saying that
he would not sacrifice quality for
volume. It was noted especially that
managers conceived of quality al-
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most exclusively in terms of sanita
tion. Consumers taste and prefer
ences for dairy products were con
sidered as something apart from
quality, except t h a t managers
seemed to assume that consumers
could recognize and did prefer more
sanitary dairy products. Directors
generally seemed to agree with
managers about the definition and
importance of quality.
Efficiency

When the managers were asked
to define «efficiency," four could
not frame a definition at all and the
other two described it in terms of
its measurement. Among the meas
ures of efficiency mentioned by
managers were operating costs,
assembly costs, prices received,
prices paid, volume, quality, over
run, labor output, and cleanliness.
Since manufacturing and assembly
costs were the only readily meas
urable indices of efficiency, the
investigation was not directed to
ward other efficiency factors. Also,
managers' and directors' goals were
stated primarily in terms of costs.
The managers' estimates of their
manufacturing costs ranged from
5.0 to 7.6 cents per pound of butter
( Table 7 ) . These figures are not en
tirely comparable because of differ
ences in allocating joint costs and
the proportions of farm separated
cream received. Three plants han
dled substantial amounts of whole
milk and their costs were higher
because milk receiving, separating,
and storage costs were included.
Five managers thought their costs
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Table 7. Managers' Estimates of Manu
facturing Costs and Their Goals, Six
South Dakota Creameries, 1 958

Plants

Estimates of manufac- Manufacturing
turing costs in 1957* cost goals
Own Competing
plant
plants
1959
1964

7.60
5.06
c
5.00
D
6.80
E ---------- 6.90
5.47
F
A
B

(cents
per lb.
of butter)

(cents
per lb. of
butter)

--------

-----------------

--------

----------

same
lower
san1e
same
same
same

7.60
5.06
4.75

6.00
5.06
3.75

6.00
5.00

t

n.r.t

n.r.

n.r.

*While costs were based on audit reports, over
head and joint costs were not allocated uni
formly and this may account for some of the
differences. Observations of the interviewer
indicated that the 1957 figure for plant C was
much too low.
tNo reply.
+The manager's goal was to achieve a cost one
cent lower than the average of competing
plants.

were the same as those of compet
ing plants.
Three managers had lower cost
goals for 1959 and two had lower
cost goals for 1964. One wanted to
reduce his costs one cent below the
average of competing plants. The
managers expected to achieve these
goals by using more efficient equip
ment, increasing volume, and re
ceiving more milk in bulk form.
The most frequently mentioned
cost problem was labor, followed
by supplies and overhead costs.
Estimated assembly costs for
cream in 1957 ranged from 2.1 to
5.0 cents per pound of butterfat
and were inversely related to the
proportion of product received in
the form of cream ( Table 8 ) . Four

managers estimated their costs to
be the same as competing plants
and two estimated theirs to be
higher. Two managers expected
their cream assembly costs to be
higher in 1959, two the s ame, one
lower, and one did not make an
estimate. Managers generally ex
pected cream assembly costs to go
up as more producers shifted from
cream to whole milk.
Hauling costs for milk were more
uniform than for cream, ranging
from 25 to 32 cents per hundred
weight for can milk and 15 to 20
cents for bulk. Some plants report
ed more than one rate, the differ
ence being between routes. Three
managers expected to reduce can
milk assembly costs and two ex
pected to reduce bulk hauling costs.
The three plants which received
bulk milk in 1957 had considerablv
lower hauling costs for bulk milk
than for can milk. This was due
partly to larger volumes per pro
ducer.
Most managers and directors felt
that there was little opportunity to
reduce hauling costs for a given
type of product. A number of them
indicated that increasing bulk re
ceiving would reduce assembly
costs . Some of the directors men
tioned bulk receiving as a means
of reducing manufacturing costs
too. The major assembly problems
mentioned by managers were dis
tances traveled to assemble a truck
load and duplication of cream, can
milk, and bulk milk assembly
routes.
The managers were evenly di-
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vided as to whether there were any
conflicts between manufacturing
cost and assembly cost goals. Only
one thought there were conflicts
between his cost and volume goals.
He was the only one to mention the
cost of maintaining a quality field
man.
The managers and directors were
unanimous in feeling that bulk
handling was better than can
handling. The most frequently men
tioned advantages were lower cost
and better quality. Four of the six
managers reported one or two dis
advantages of bulk, the most fre
quently mentioned being the ini
tial cost of the farm bulk tank.
Only five of the 27 directors inter
viewed felt that there were any dis
advantages to bulk handling, two
mentioned cost of the farm bulk
tank, two felt it would be more
difficult to separate the fat from the
milk because it would be colder,
and one thought there was danger
of contamination from one bad tank
in a truck load.

-

0

ACQUISITION OF KNOWLEDGE

The sources and kinds of infor
mation used by managers and
directors were of interest as indi
cations of how best to improve the
knowledge of decision makers. It
was hypothesized that decision
makers would differ by the amount
and kind of knowledge they felt
they needed for making a decision,
by the urgency of the problem for
which a solution was sought, and by
their willingness to assume risk.
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Deg ree of Knowledge

The dairy plant managers placed
a great deal of emphasis upon
trends. It appeared that managers
were primarily interested in infor
mation upon which they could
successfully predict trends and
only secondarily interested in in
formation upon which they could
estimate the local success of a giv
en solution. Managers and directors
repeatedly stated that they decided
in favor of bulk handling because
it was the "coming trend." Two
managers stated that they decided
in favor of bulk handling because
of competition. Another stated that
his larger patrons demanded it and
he was afraid of losing them. These
might be regarded as forced action
decisions. However, most of the
managers apparently were attempt
ing to get ahead of their competi
tors. The emphasis upon trends and
forced actions suggested that some
of the managers disliked being
innovators . However, two mana
gers were the first in their competi
tive areas to go into bulk handling.
Tabie 9. How Managers Felt About the
Sufficiency, Reliability, and Clarity of
Bulk Milk Information at the Time
They Made Their Decisions, Six South
Dakota Creameries, 1958
Plants

Information was considered
Sufficient Reliable
Clear
in amount
enough
enough

A ________________
B -- ·------------C ________________
D ________________
E ________________
F ________________

yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no

yes
yes
yes
yes
partly
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Table 10. How Managers Felt About the
Potential Successfulnerss of Bulk Milk
Procurement When Their Decisions
Were Made and the Degrees of Confi
dence They Had in Their Conclusions,
Six South Dakota Creameries, 1958
How managers felt about success of bulk
procurement when decisions were made
Eventually more Expected
Confidence
successful
degree of
in their
Plant than cans*
success
conclusions

A ________
B __________
C ________
D ________
E __________
F __________

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

nonet
moderate
high
moderate
high
high

( probability)

1 .0
0.5
1 .0
0.9
0.7
0.7

* No manager expected bulk to be immediately
more successful than can handling.
tManager claimed to have had no expectations
but that the decision was a forced action.

Perhaps it could be said that they
were secondary innovators who
watched trends so they could be
more certain of innovating in the
right direction.
Four of the managers felt that
they had enough information on
bulk milk procurement when they
made their decisions ( Table 9 ) .
Five of them felt that their informa
tion was reliable. All indicated that
the information they had was clear
enough to be useful.
All of the managers felt at the
time the decisions were made that
bulk procurement eventually would
be more successful than can milk
procurement ( Table 10 ) . Three felt
that bulk handling would be highly
successful, two moderately success
ful, and one said he had no expecta
tions at the time he made his deci
sioµ. None of the managers ex-
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pected bulk procurement to be im
mediately successful in comparison
to can procurement.
The managers varied consider
ably in degree of confidence in
their decisions. The degree of cer
tainty or uncertainty felt by the
manager could be expected to vary
with his estimate of the adequacy
and reliability of his information
and his confidence in his own evalu
ation and thinking abilities. This as
sumption was not entirely support
ed by the data. The manager who
expressed the least confidence in his
conclusion ( p=0.5 ) indicated that
his information was sufficient, reli
able , and clear. The two managers
who felt they had insufficient infor
mation had more confidence in their
conclusions ( p=0.7 and 0.9, respec
tively ) .
An attempt was made to deter
mine managers' tendencies to be
conservative or audacious in deci
sion making, that is, how much con
fidence they had to have in their
information and conclusions before
taking a positive action. The ques-
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tions were difficult to frame in an
understandable form and some con
fusion resulted. It was especially
difficult to avoid confusion between
degree of confidence and expected
degree of success. Consequently,
the data should be interpreted with
caution.
Managers were asked how much
confidence they would have had
to have (in terms of probability of
success ) to make a decision in favor
of bulk milk if they had expected
it to be highly successful. The an
swers ranged from 0.1 to 1.0 (Table
11 ) . Both the manager answering
0. 1 and one of those answering 1.0
had previously stated that their pre
vious decision was a forced action.
Another of those answering 1.0 had
previously indicated ( Table 10 )
that his degree of confidence was
only 0.9 when he made his decision
and at that time he had expected
only moderate success. Two man
agers said that they would have
required more confidence to make
a positive decision had t h e i r
expected degree of success been

Table 1 1 . Minimum Confidence Limits Managers Felt They Would Require to
Make a Decision in Favor of Bulk Handling Under Variou..s Degrees of Expected
Success, in Terms of Probabilities of Success, Six South Dkaota Creameries, 1958

Plant

A

Minimum confidence managers
would require to make a decision in favor of bulk handling if
expected degree of success were
Slight
High Moderate

Degree of confidence manager would have
required for a favorable decision if
Procurement situation
Financial condition
had been
had been
Better
Worse
Worse
Better

(probability of success)

1 .0
B -------------------- 0.1
c ----------------- 1 .0
D ------------------ 0.8
E ____________________ 0.5
F -------------------- 0.4
------------------

n.r.*

0.3
1 .0
0.8
0.5
0.5

n.r.

0.5

no dee.
no dee.

0.5
0.8

*No reply. i'No decision in favor would be made.

same
same
same
same
same
same

same
higher
same
higher
higher
higher

same
h igher
no dee.
lower
higher
lower

same
no dec.t
san1e
lower
same
higher
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lower. Two managers stated that
they would require the same de
gree of confidence to make a pos
itive decision if they expected mod
erate success but they would not
make a positive decision if they
expected only slight success. One
manager said he would make a pos
itive decision with 0.4 confidence
regardless of the expected degree
of success. This was consistent with
his previous statement that it was
a forced action. The remaining
manager found the question too
confusing to answer further.
All of the managers said they
would have required the same de
gree of confidence if their financial
condition had been better. The
four who had given confidence
minima less than 1.0 said they
would have required more confi
dence had their financial conditions
been worse. Two managers said
they would have required higher
degrees of confidence had their pro
curement situations been better, two
would have required lower confi
dence, one the same, and the other
would not have made a positive
decision at all. Their answers con
cerning required degrees of confi
dence had their procurement sit
uations been worse were rather con
fusing. Of the two who would have
required higher confidence if the
procurement situation had been
better, one said he would require
the same confidence as before and
the other said he would not make a
positive decision had the procure
ment situation been worse. The
two who previously said they
would require lower confidence
gave opposing answers, one would

require higher confidence and the
other lower confidence in the face
of a worse procurement situation.
It seems quite likely that these di
vergent answers resulted from dif
ferent interpretations of what a bet
ter or worse procurement situation
meant, or that the questions were
unclear.
The authors, who were also the
interviewers, felt that the replies to
questions about how the bulk milk
decisions were made were largely
rationalizations.. One indicator of
this was that it took most of the
managers several months before de
ciding to shift to bulk, yet they
could think of very few of its dis
advantages once they had made the
decision. The senior author worked
with some of the plants before the
bulk milk decision was made and
provided information (but not ad
vice) to them which was used in
shaping their decisions. There was
a marked contrast in attitudes be
fore and after the decisions were
made. One of the managers went
through a long period of appraisal
of bulk milk and swung back and
forth between positive and negative
decisions for a long while. After he
decided in favor of bulk and his de
cision was approved by the direct
ors, his attitude changed consider
ably. He appeared to have eliminat
ed all doubts from his mind and had
complete confidence in his conclu
sions. He could give only the posi
tive side of the story leading up to
the making of the decision. The
same characteristic showed up in
other managers, more particularly
regarding the decision to shift from
cream to whole milk.
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Sources and C hannels of
Information

Bulk milk procurement was a rel
atively new idea to the managers.
The dates they recalled first hearing
about it ranged from 1948 to 1955.
Only the two who were last to hear
about it were immediately inter
ested. Each manager had observed
bulk handling in other plants and
had discussed it with other manag
ers before making his decision.
They were particularly impressed
by lower assembly costs, better
quality, and easier handling of
bulk milk.
All of the managers reported re
ceiving useful information on bulk
handling from dairy, farm, and
trade periodicals, from people with
experience in bulk handling, and
from equipment salesmen (Table
12 ) . Each of the following sources
was mentioned by four managers :
State and U.S. Department of Agri
culture publications, meetings, vis
its to other plants, and college per
sonnel ( including Extension ) . Three
managers mentioned newspapers
and one each mentioned county
agent and radio. Two managers

Table 12. Managers by Sources of In
formation on Bulk Milk Procurement,
Six South Dakota Creameries, 1 958
Number of
managers

Sources of information

Radio and television____________________ 1
Newspapers ___________ ____________________ 3
Dairy, farm, and trade periodicals -------------------------------------------- 6
State and USDA publications____ 4
Meetings -------------------------------------- 4
Visits to other plants __________________ 4
People with experience in bulk__ 6
County agent ------------------------------ 1
College personnel ( including
Extension) ------------------------------ 4
Equipment salesmen __________________ 6

said they received the most helpful
information from Extension Service
bulletins, two mentioned another
manager, one mentioned salesmen,
and one mentioned a butter mar
keting association.
The sources of information on
bulk procurement used by directors
included own managers, periodi
cals, salesmen, other managers, and
college (including Extension) bul
letins and personnel ( Table 13 ) . All
but two directors mentioned their

Table 13. Directors by Ranking of Amounts of Information Received on Bulk Milk
Procurement from Various Sources, Six South Dakota Creameries, 1 958*
Source of
information

Ranking of amount of information Total listing
1
2
3
4
5
source

Own manager -----------------------------Periodicals -----------------------------------Salesmen -------------------------------------Other managers ---------------------------Colleget ---------------------------------------Others --------------------------------------------

14
5
6
0
1
2

(number of directors)

6

3

3
4
1
5

2
4
0
6

4

5

1

4
1
1
2
3

0
1
0
0
1
0

24
19
12
9
5
16

*One director did not answer the qusetion.
t"College" included bulletins and personal contact b y extension and research personnel.
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when they were considering the
feasibility of bulk milk procure
ment (Table 14). Since bulk han
dling requires a large investment
by the producer and a very small
investment by the plant, little em
phasis was placed on plant receiv
ing equipment. Most of the infor
mation was found easily. Three
managers found information on
operating costs of bulk assembly
equipment difficult to obtain, and
two had difficulty in obtaining in
formation on the advantages and
Types and Evaluation of
disadvantages of bulk assembly
Information
Managers sought information · equipment.
primarily upon efficiencies of bulk
Most of the managers found the
milk assembly and farm bulk tanks information on prices and operating

managers as sources of information
and more than half mentioned man
agers as their chief sources of in
formation on bulk handling. Period
icals were listed as sources by 19
directors, but were not ranked as
high as managers. Twelve directors
listed salesmen and they were
ranked fairly high. Only five direc
tors listed college sources and four
of those indicated that the infonna
tion was from bulletins.

T�ble 14. Managers by Types of Information on Bulk Procurement Which We1e Sought,
Found, and Evaluated, Six South Dakota Creameries, 1 958

Type of information

Information was
Looked
Found
Valuable*
for
Easily Difficultly Not at all Very much Some Very little

About farm bulk tanks
Construction and performance ______
Prices -----------------------------------------------Operating costs -------------------------------Advantages and disadvantages ______
F inancin gt ---------------------------------------About bulk assembly equipment
Construction and performance ______
Prices ··----------------------------·------------------Operating costs ---------- --------------------Advantages and disadvantages ________
About bulk receiving equipment
Construction and performance ______
Prices -----------------------------------------------Opera ting costs -------------------------------Advantages and disadvantages ______
About bulk procurement
Comparative efficiency ____________________
Effects on q uali tyt---------------------------Benefits to producerst----------------------

6
6
5
6
2

5
6
5
5

5
6
6
5

4

3
3
4

2

6

4

2

1

6

3
3

1
3

2
1

5

3
1

0
0
0
1
1
1

0

3

2
1

0
1
1

0
0
1

1

2

3

0
0
0
0

3
1
3
1

2
0

0
0
0
0

3

2

0
0

5
5
3

2

2

4

1

0
1

0
0
0
1
1

0
0
1
1

1

3

1

2
2

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

5
2
2

1
1

0
0
0

0
1

0

0

* All of the managers did not give evaluations of all of the types of information they received.
i-These types of information were not listed on the questionnaire but were mentioned by managers.
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costs of bulk assembly equipment
and the comparative efficiency of
bulk procurement to be very valu
able. Not more than half of them
found any of the information about
farm bulk tanks to be very valu
able, however, most found it to be
of some value. Most of those who
obtained information on plant re
ceiving equipment found it to be
very valuable.
When the managers listed
sources of information by types,
salesmen were mentioned most
frequently, 45 times; and, following
in the order of frequency, visits to
plants receiving in bulk were men
tioned 17 times; dai1y, farm, and
trade periodicals, 16 times; people
with experience in bulk, 15 times;
and state or U. S. Department of
Agriculture publications and meet
ings attended, 10 times each. Men
tioned two times each were couritv
agents, college people, bankers, and
others. One manager mentioned a
newspaper source. Equipment sales
men were mentioned the most fre
quently for nearly all types of infor
mation except comparative effi
ciency of bulk and can milk pro
curement.
Five managers regarded other
plants as sources of the most useful
general information-two each listed
college publications and periodicals
(Table 15). Two managers mention
ed salesmen and one listed farm
magazines as the sources of least
useful information. There appeared
to be something of an inverse corre
lation between amount and relia
bility of information from various
sources. Four managers listed col
lege publications as the most reli-

Table 15. Managers by Sources of Gen
eral Information According to Their
Evaluations of Usefulness and Reliabil
ity, Six South Dakota Creameries, 1958
Sources of
information

Usefulness of Reliability of
information information
Most Least Most Least

College
publications ______
Periodicals ____________
Salesmen ______________
Other plants ________

( number of managers)

2
2
0
5

0
1
2
0

4
2
0
3

0
0
5
0

able source and five listed salesmen
as the least reliable source. There
was a possible bias introduced by
the fact that the managers knew
the interviewers to be college per
sonnel. Also, the fact that managers
felt salesmen as a group to be unre
liable did not mean that they re
garded all salesmen to be unre
liable. Some salesmen were regard
ed as very reliable. However, some
managers seemed to discount all
sales approaches to some extent.
Fifteen directors ranked their
own managers first as sources of
most useful information on bulk
procurement; six ranked them
second; three, third; and two did
not mention their managers ( Table
16 ) . Salesmen, other managers, and
miscellaneous others were ranked
high as sources of useful informa
tion. Periodicals and college sources
were ranked moderately low. How
ever, 19 mentioned periodicals; 12,
salesmen; 9, other managers, but
only five mentioned college as a
source of useful information.
Some of the managers made use
ful criticisms of the information
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Table 16. Directors by Ranking of Usefulness of Information Received. on Bulk Mi]k
Procurement from Various Sources, Six South Dakota Creamenes, 1 958 *
Source of
information

Ranking of usefulness of information Total listing
1
2
3
4
5
source

Own manager -----------------------------Periodicals -----------------------------------Salesmen -------------------------------------Other managers ---------------------------College ( including Extension )t
Others ___ _ _ _

15
2
4
0
1
4

(number of directors )

6
5

3
7

5

5

3
6
1

4
3
1

0
4

1
0
2

2

0
1
0
0
0
0

24
19
12
9
5
16

*One director did not answer the question.
t"College" included bulletins and personal contacts.

received. Their primary emphasis
was on short and direct articles.
They were particulary critical of
long, rambling bulletins in which
the things that interested t�em
were hidden among others of little
or no interest. A preference was in
dicated for short mimeographed ar
ticles vis-a-vis slick paper printed
bulletins. This, apparently, was
based upon the belief that mim�o
graphed articles were more concise
and recent. Two managers .said they
never had time to read bulletins
but they did read mimeographed
publications if they were short. Em
.
phasis was placed on a direct style
in which the results were presented
in a clear-cut fashion, followed by
elaboration of the methods and
findings. Some emphasis was placed
on more specific information. Ap
parently, some managers ha� dif
ficulty in applying general rnfor
mation to their specific situations.
Directors had few comments on im
provement of informati? n. Most �f
them relied very heavily on their
managers to keep them informed. A
few of them mentioned the desir
ability of a newsletter which would

report current developments in
dairy marketing.
PARTICIPATION AND ROLES
OF DECISION MAKERS
A major policy decision in a
dairy plant is likely to involve or
affect a large number of people.
These include the manager, direc
tors, members, patrons, employees,
suppliers, and various groups in the
local community. The making of a
decision may involve an evaluation
of the effect of the proposed action
upon the welfare of various groups.
Most of the people affected by the
decision have a role in the making
of the decision either directly by
taking some action with resp�ct
_
to it or indirectly by rnfluencrng
those who actively participate in
the process. One of the major ob
jectives of the study was �o
. .
discover the active participants rn
the decision making process and to
determine the roles played by both
active and inactive participants.
Ma nagers

Forty-two of the dairy plants sur
veyed in the first phase of this pro-
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ject had hired managers. The man
agers played a dominant role in
most of the minor plant decisions
(Table 17). Only in the setting of
wages and salaries did a large
number of managers not participate
at all in decision making. In making
assembly route changes 20 manag
ers said they made the decisions
alone and 14 indicated that it was
a joint decision with the directors,
owners or home office, as the case
might be.
The situation with respect to
major decisions of plant operations
was quite different. Few managers
indicated that they had full author
ity to add or drop lines of business,
make major equipment purchases,
or change the method of procuring
milk or cream. It should be noted
that many cooperative articles of
incorporation specifically assign
such responsibilities to the directors.
A number of managers indkated
that they did not participate at all

in making major decisions. Further
analysis showed that the average
volume of business in plants where
managers made no major deci
sions was much smaller than that of
plants where managers did par
ticipate in major decision making.
The managers of the six cream
eries studied in the present phase
of the project generally shared de
cision making responsibilities with
their boards of directors. The man
agers said that they always attend
ed board meetings (Table 18). All
indicated that they initiated most
of the plant policy decisions and
that they had considerable influ
ence with the board of directors.
All of the managers were permit
ted to make certain kinds of de
cisions on their own. However, five
of them reported that their bo_ards
always reviewed their decisions.
Several managers volunteered the
information that they had never
had their boards turn down any of

Table 17. Managers by Degree of Participation in the Making of Various Types of
Plant Decisions, 42 South Dakota Dairy Manufacturing Plants with
Hired Managers, 1958
Types of decisions

Minor

Hiring and firing -----------------------------------------------------Wages and salaries ---------------------------------------------------Prices paid to patrons ---------------------------------------------Selling prices -------------------------------------------------------------Assembly route changes -----------------------------------------Adding an d dropping patrons ------------------- ·------------

Degree of managers' partici
pation in decision making
None
All
Some
(number of managers)

33
11
39
39
20
32

8
16
3
0
14
4

1
15
0
2
0
0

Adding or dropping lines of business ____________________ 9
Major equipment purchases ------------------------------------ 3
Changes in procurement methods __________________________ 4

19
28
18

14
11
10

Major
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Table 18. Managers by Types of Deci
sion-Making Responsibilities, Six South
Dakota Creameries, 1 958
Types of decision
making responsibilities

Number of
managers

Always attend board meeti ngs ______
Initiate most policy decisions _______
Considerable influence with board
Often make certain kinds of
policy decision alone ___________________
Board reviews managers' decisions
Initiated idea to shift
to whole milk ______________________________
Initiated idea to shift to bulk __________
Not enough guidance from
the board --------------------------------------

6
6
6
6
5
4*
6
3

*Two managers were appointed after the deci
sion had been initiated.

their recommendations.
Four of the managers had initiat
ed the idea of shifting from farm
separated cream to whole milk. The
other two had been appointed after
the idea was initiated. All six had
initiated the idea of starting bulk
milk procurement and persuaded
their boards to go along with the
idea. Three managers reported
that they did not receive enough
guidance from their boards and that
their boards delegated too much de
cision-making responsibility to
them. They desired more help from
their boards. The other three said
they received the right amount of
guidance.
Di rectors

All of the managers reported that
board meetings were conducted
democratically using standard par
liamentary procedures. None re
ported a ruling clique or disagree
ing faction on their boards. One re-

ported that one of his directors had
a dominating personality but that
he was democratic in decision mak
ing. Another manager reported that
there were two dominating person
alities on his board-one was fairly
democratic while the other was not.
According to the managers, two of
the 35 directors were dominating
in board decision-making actions,
29 were democratic, and four were
passive ( Table 19 ) . 3
Table 19. Directors by Managers' De
scriptions of Their Personalities, Six
South Dakota Creameries, 1 958
Managers' descriptions of
directors' personalities

Number of
directors*

Dominating ---------------------------------- 2
Democratic ------------------------------------ 29
Passivet ------------------------------------------ 4
*This included several directors who were board
members when the bulk milk decision was
made but not when the survey of directors was
made.
-j-"Passiv e" in this context means one who is
always a follower of the group and does not
participate in the decision-making process.

In listing their concepts of their
primary duties, 17 directors men
tioned general supervision of plant
operations and only 12 of them
mentioned decision making (Table
20). Several of the latter answered
"help the manager make decision,"
implying that decision making was
largely the manager's responsibility
as they saw it. One director men
tioned only attending board
meetings and keeping informed and
Passive means recessive in personality
one who does not participate in the deci
sion making process but simply votes with
the majority.

3
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another said his primary responsi
bility was "to have good sound
judgement." Both of them were de
scribed as passive personalities.
There appeared to be a definite re
lationship between size and finan
cial success of the plant on one
hand and directors' concepts of
their duties on the other. The di
rectors of the larger and more suc
cessful plants had more elaborate
and positive concepts of their
duties. However, the extent to
which they allowed managers to
assume large decision-making re
sponsibilities was not related to
size or successful operation as
measured by financial condition.
Table 20. Directors by Concepts of Their
Primary Duties, Six South Dakota
Creameries, 1958
Directors concepts of
their primary duties*

Number of
directors

General supervision of plant
operations ---------------------------------Make o r help make decisions ________
Help the manager__________________________
Public and patron relations__________
Keep informed -----------------------------Attend board meetings__________________

17
12
8
7
5
3

*Concepts which were mentioned less than
three times were not tabulated.

The directors did not agree with
the managers about their relative
decision-making roles, nor did di
rectors of the same plants agree
with each other very much. Twen
ty directors said that managers
made no decisions alone and 10
said that the board alone made
no decisions (Table 21 ) . Nine said
that all decisions were made joint
ly by the manager and the board,

11 said 75 to 99% were so made, and
5 said 50 to 74% were jointly made.
In one board, one director said all
major operating decisions were
made by the board alone while an
other director said all were made
jointly, and the other directors said
they were made in different ways.
The highest percentage of deci
sions attributed to a manager alone
was 50 and only one director at
tributed more than 50 % of the deci
sions to the board acting alone.
The discrepancies appeared to be
of three types : (1) different inter
pretations of "major operating de
cisions," (2) different interpreta
tions of what "made by manager
alone" and "made by board alone"
meant, and (3) ignorance on the
part of the director.
The directors were in general
agreement as to the major func
tions of the board of directors
although there were considerable
differences in emphasis. The gen
eral opinion was that the board's
function was to oversee the plant
Table 2 1 . Directors, by Estimates of the
Percentages of Major Operating Deci
sions Made by Manager Alone, Manager
and Board Together, and Board6 Alone,
Six South Dakota Creameries, 1958
Directors' estimates
of percentage distribution of decisionmaking activity
(%)

Major operating
decisions were made by
Manager Manager Board
alone and board alone

0 -------------------------------1-2 4 ---------------------------25-49 -----------------------5 0-74 -----------------------75-99 -----------------------1 00 ----------------------------

(number of directors)

20
5
1
1
0
0

1
0
1
5
11
9

10
9
6
1
0
1
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op eration s, making or approving
major decisions, and seei ng that
th e plan t was op erated e fficiently.
Their opinion of an ideal relati onship betw een manager and boar d
was generally that the manager
should i dentify problems, seek
solutio ns, and make a recommendation to the b oard f or acti on . S o m e
dir ectors s ai d th at m an ag ers shoul d
m ak e only minor decisions and
should inf orm the board and made
r ecommendati ons to the board for
maj or decisions. Other directors
sai d managers should m ak e major
d ecisions but tak e th em to th e b oard
for approval before acting on th em.
It was difficult to tell to what extent
th e se differences w ere semantic and
to what extent they were really differences in opinion .

Mem bers a n d Patrons

The bulk milk decision w as not
submitted to the members for their
appro v al at an y of th e pl ants. An
unofficial v ote w as t ak en at one
plant and alth ough th e vote w as in
favor of bulk handling, the b oard
of dire ctors decide d not to act on
it . L ater, i t decided to tak e acti on
without returning to the members
for approv al. While members and
p atrons did not particip ate directly
in the decision to g o i nto bulk
milk pro curement, the y were in
fluenti al in several w ays. In the
first place, i t is logical to assume
th at no pl ant w ould go into bulk
handling unles s some p atrons
w anted to sell in bulk and there
was enough p otenti al to m ake it
successful. H o wever, there w as
ample
evidence
th at
i nflu ence
worked in both directions . Once

th e

management had decided that
bulk pro curement was desirable ,
some effort was made to sell the
i dea to the p atrons.
The m anagers rep orted that they
learne d of p atron interest in bulk
handling through m eetings, visits
to p atrons' f arm s , surv e y s , truck
drivers, and p atrons co ming in to
se e the manager . All m anagers
r eported th at some p atrons h ad
come in and expresse d a desire
to sell in bulk b ef ore th e decisio n
w as made, One manag er sai d
only one p atron h ad requested
bulk handling. The other manag
ers re ported th at from five to 40
h ad done so . Five manag ers, ex
cep ting the one with only one p a
tron re qu est, sai d th at patrons h ad
influenced their decis ions.
The directors said th ey found
out l argely through th e m anag ers
ho w many p atrons want ed to sell in
bulk. H o wever, there w as some
confusion as to h ow the p atrons
made their wishes known. F or ex
ampl e , different m emb ers of one
board said that p atrons interest w as
determined by a sp ecial m e eting,
a c anv ass of th e milk patrons , and
r equ ests
m ad e dire ctly to the
manager, whereas the m anager
stated th ere w a s n eith er a sp e cial
meeting nor a canvass .
All managers felt that p atrons
with requests or complaints should
and did c o me directly to them ra
th er th an go t o a director .
H o w
ev er, m any directors felt th at they
were representative of the p atron
memb ers and that th ey should
come to them with requests and
complaints. Directors seemed to
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be more concerned with the wishes
and welfare of members while the
managers seemed to be oriented
more toward the success or wel
fare of the plant as distinguished
from the organization and its
members.
Also, the managers
seemed to be more concerned with
producers as patrons than as mem
bers of the organization. They
were well acquainted with those
whom they considered their best
patrons, and they seemed to be in
fluenced by these patrons more
than by others.
Employees a nd Others

According to the managers, em
ployees and others were relatively
uninfluential in decision making.
Four managers said that one or
more of their employees had dis
cussed bulk handling with them.
Two said they had no influence and
the other two said they had little in
fluence. Five managers had discuss
ed bulk procurement with their as
sembly truck drivers. They, also,
had little influence. Four managers
said they each had one or more em
ployees with whom they discussed
problems. Each of the plants had
part-time quality field men at the
time bulk was being considered.
The managers reported that they
had little or no influence.
Only two managers reported that
they were ever advised by outsid
ers. Both mentioned bankers and
equipment salesmen and one men
tioned an Extension specialist and
an equipment company manager.
They both said that some of these
people were influential.
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There was some question in the
minds of the interviewers about the
accuracy of the responses concern
ing influence. In retrospect it
seemed that the term "influence"
may not have been defined suffi
ciently. Some observations made by
the interviewers while in the plants
indicated that certain employees
were relied upon for information
and advice. Thus, they were influ
ential as advisors even though they
may never have participated in the
final stages of decision making.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study was directed toward
gaining a better understanding of
managerial decision making in
dairy manufacturing plants. The
focus of the study was the decision
on whether to receive milk in bulk.
Bulk milk receiving had been con
sidered in 11 South Dakota dairy
manufacturing plants, all of which
were producer-integrated cream
eries. The managers and directors
of six plants and the managers of
two additional plants were inter
viewed. Three plants had to be en
tirely excluded from the study for
various reasons. The data from six
plants .were included in the analyses
and the limited information from
the two additional plants was con
sidered in the evaluations primarily
as a check.
S u m m a ry

The six plants analyzed had an
average output of about one million
pounds of butter in 1958, the range
being from one-half million to near
ly two million pounds. About two-
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thirds of the butterfat receipts were
in cream and one-third in whole
milk. Approximately 20% of the
whole milk was received in bulk
and the range was O to 40%. Man
agers' estimates of plant capacities
averaged about 50% greater than
1958 volumes of production. Their
estimates or opinions of ideal vol
umes of butter production averaged
about 62% above 1958 outputs.
These relationships for the individ
ual plants varied only slightly from
the averages. Also, managers' ex
pected butterfat receipts for 1963
( planned expansion during next
five years ) were very close to their
estimates of their present capacities.
All managers expected bulk re
ceiving to increase their receipts.
Two managers expected to receive
only bulk milk within five years,
while another expected all bulk
within ten years. Most managers
felt there was no cost advantage in
bulk receiving until the shift was
complete. This seemed to indicate
that some did not expect a cost ad
vantage.
The range in quality of raw and
finished products among the six
plants was quite wide. Three man
agers expressed satisfaction with
their present situations, two were
dissatisfied, and one was neither.
None reported that all his products
were top quality. The managers
conceived of quality almost entirely
in terms of sanitation. They found
it difficult to specify quality goals.
They felt that improved quality
would benefit the dairy industry but
none expected it to raise prices more
than a nominal amount. They seem-

ed to feel that markets would dimin
ish if quality was not improved.
Four managers felt that quality
was more important than volume
and two felt that they were equally
important. All recognized that there
were actual or potential conflicts
between volume and quality goals.
Managers and directors alike were
seriously concerned over quality
problems, although there seemed to
be some feeling that they ought to
be concerned rather than a sense of
urgency to act.
Managers thought of efficiency
primarily in terms of operating
costs. All felt that their costs were
competitive. Four expressed defi
nite goals of plant operating cost re
duction. In general, their assembly
cost goals were to hold costs at or
near present levels.
All of the managers and directors
felt that bulk handling was superior
to can handling. They expected
bulk handling to improve quality
and reduce costs but there were
some inconsistencies about the lat
ter. Few thought there were any
disadvantages of bulk handling
other than the initial cost of the farm
bulk tanks. There seemed to be gen
eral agreement that bulk handling
was important to the achievement
of their goals.
Plant managers were especially
interested in trends. This led them
to seek information upon which they
could base estimates of developing
trends. The objective seemed to be
to forsee what their competitors
were going to do and then try to do
it first. A large proportion of the
managers and directors placed great
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emphasis upon their belief that bulk
handling was the "coming thing."
Three managers implied that
their bulk milk decisions were
forced actions-required to keep up
with competitors or satisfy patrons'
demands. However, there seemed
to be a definite indication of inno
vation even though it was a cautious
innovation. Each wanted to be first
but only if he was sure that he was
moving in the right direction.
Four of the managers were satis
fied with the quantity of informa
tion they had when they made their
decisions on bulk handling. Five
felt their information to be reliable
and all of them were satisfied with
the clarity and usefulness of the
information. All managers expect
ed bulk handling eventually to be
more successful than can handling.
Three expected a high degree
of success, two moderate success,
and one had no definite expec
tation. Their estimates of the proba
bilities of success ranged from 0.5 to
1.0. These may also be taken as the
degrees of confidence in their con
clusions and the information upon
which they were based. However,
the managers may not have felt
these degrees of confidence at the
time the decisions were made.
The sources of information on
bulk handling most frequently men
tioned by managers were periodical
publications, others with experience
in bulk handling, and equipment
salesmen. State and U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture publications,
meetings, visits to other plants, and
college personnel ( involving Ex
tension Service specialists ) were
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each mentioned by four managers.
Two managers indicated that Ex
tension Service bulletins were the
sources of most helpful information
on bulk handling and two men
tioned another manager as the most
helpful source. Directors relied
most heavily on their own managers
for information. They also frequent
ly mentioned periodicals and sales
men.
The type of information most
sought by managers concerned the
efficiencies of bulk milk assembly
and farm bulk tanks. Most of the
managers considered the most val
uable information to be prices and
costs of operating bulk assembly
equipment and the efficiency of
bulk procurement.
The most useful sources of general
information were other plants, listed
by five managers, and college pub
lications and periodicals, mentioned
twice each. Two managers listed
salesmen as the least useful sources.
College publications were listed by
four managers as the most reliable
sources. Other plants were listed by
three, and periodicals by two man
agers. Five managers listed sales
men as the least reliable source of
information. Directors most fre
quently mentioned their own man
agers as sources of most useful and
most reliable information.
Managers expressed a preference
for brief, direct style articles as op
posed to long detailed bulletins.
Bulletins were criticized for exces
sive length, lack of clarity, improper
indexing, and obsolescence when
published.
Specific information
seemed to be preferred to general
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information.
Managers seemed to have play
ed a dominant role in the decision
making process. All of the manag
ers shared major decision making
responsibilities with boards of di
rectors. In each case, the manag
er initiated the idea of bulk milk
handling, recommended action to
the board of directors, and the
board approved the recommenda
tion.
Boards of directors used demo
cratic procedures with no single
director or group having complete
dominance over board actions.
The managers generally attended
board meetings but did not vote.
They initiated most of the actions
of the boards and their recommen
dations were almost always ap
proved. Board actions were gen
erally unanimous and motions were
rarely brought to vote until every
member was convinced of its de
sirability. Motions to which ob
jections were made usually were
tabled for further study or with
drawn. There were some differ
ences of opinion among directors
concerning managers' roles in de
cision making.
Apparently, members and pa
trons influenced most of the bulk
milk decisions although they did
not participate directly. The in
terests of patrons were determined
through meetings and visits with
managers, truck drivers, and field
men. There seemed to be little
direct communication between
directors and patrons on bulk
handling. There were some dis
crepancies among directors as to
how they found out how many

patrons wanted to sell bulk milk.
Managers reported that employ
ees and others had little influence
in the bulk milk decisions. Sever
al managers were advised by em
ployees or others but did not re
ceive recommendations from them
in the bulk milk decision.
Conclusions

The bulk milk decision was a
genuine decision. It involved a
change in expectations, an aware
ness of a new problem, the acquisi
tion of new knowledge, and the
choice of a solution. It probably
was typical of the manner in
which most policy decisions are
made in dairy plants. The deci
sion to adopt bulk handling appar
ently was made largely for strategic
reasons. Although all of the man
agers and directors interviewed
expected bulk handling to be more
efficient than can assembly, they
seemed to be strongly influenced by
the actions or expected actions of
competing plants. Judging from this
and other observations, it appears
that many procurement policies
have been adopted more for rea
sons of competitive strategy than
for reasons of efficiency. While
the two purposes may not have
been antithetical in this instance,
there are other instances in which
they are.
In general, it seemed that the
expectations of dairy plant manag
ers were well founded and that
their goals were reasonably attain
able. There appeared to be much
room for improvement in informa
tion and its use. Several managers
felt the need for better informa-
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tion. Much of what they received
was inappropriate, misleading, in
adequate, or otherwise unreliable.
Some of the managers and most
of the directors apparently did not
know how to obtain better infor
mation. It seemed that they were
not adequately supplied with us
able information from unbiased
sources.
None of the managers and direc
tors interviewed was trained in the
art of decision making. Most of
the managers were trained as dairy
plant technicians and most of the
directors had no training in oper
ating a dairy plant. Some of the
managers seemed to rely heavily
on what they thought other man
agers were thinking. Their anal
yses of information seemed hap
hazard and they either relied on
intuition to a large extent or, for
some other reason, were unable to
reconstruct the process by which
they arrived at a decision. Many
of them were unable to give a
logical explanation for some of
their conclusions. This seemed to
be true for directors even more
than for managers.
The managers were the primary
leaders in the dairy plants stud
ied. In some cases, the president
or secretary of the board of direc
tors also exhibited fairly strong
leadership but most of the direc-
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tors did not seem to exert them
selves very much in this respect.
Apparently every manager could
influence his board very strongly
and some could completely domi
nate it. There seemed to be several
reasons for this, including (1)
members and patrons with prob
lems seemed to turn to their
managers more often than to di
rectors, (2) the dairy business was
more of a full-time job for man
agers than for directors so the
managers kept better informed,
and (3) managers were more di
rectly in contact with plant opera
tions and could perceive problems
more quickly. The directors gen
erally had little choice but to rely
on the manager for information
and advice.
Decision making could be im
proved and procurement policies
made more efficient through (1)
less emphasis on competitive
strategy where it conflicts with
marketing efficiency, (2) more us
able and reliable information,
(3) more and better management
training, and (4) a better under
standing of dairy marketing prob
lems and procedures by directors,
members, and patrons. All of these
call for better educational efforts
on the part of experiment stations,
Extension services, and other agen
cies serving agriculture.
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APPENDIX A
METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN DECISION-MAKING RESEARCH
The methodology used in de
cision-making research has been
assembled from various fields and
it has yet to be developed sys
tematically for its special purpose.
Much of the research by economists
in this area has been restricted to
normative questions and very little
has dealt with how decisions actu
ally are made. Psychological re
search in decision making has
been restricted largely to clinical
experiments of isolated behavioral
elements. There seems to have
been no effort to trace the com
plete
decision-making
process
under field conditions. The existing
body of decision-making theory
apparently is based on a synthesis
of fragmentary results from var
ious studies and ideas obtained
from introspection and specula
tion. In view of the insufficient
guide lines provided by previous
studies, this study utilized a broad
approach incorporating various
investigative techniques. Some of
them yielded useful information
but many did not. It may be helpful
to future investigators to know
how successful the different tech
niques were and what recommen
dations the present investigators
would make on the basis of their
experience.
Three questionaires were used
in this overall study. The first was
used to gather background infor
mation from the managers of all of
the dairy manufacturing plants

in eastern South Dakota. The sec
ond was a detailed schedule cov
ering the circumstances of the
bulk milk decision from the view
point of the plant managers in
volved. The third schedule was an
abbreviated version of the second
used in interviewing the directors
of the plants involved. Selected
portions of schedule 2 pertinent to
the following discussion are in
cluded in Appendix B. The first
part deals with the manner in
which the decision to procure
milk in bulk was made, the sec
ond with goals and their achieve
ment, the third with the acquisi
tion and use of information, and
the fourth with the roles of those
who participated in the bulk milk
decision.
A serious difficulty developed
in the part dealing with goals. The
term "goal" has two meanings
(!) an explicitly defined magnitude
accompanied by a specific plan de
signed to achieve it and (2) a gen
eral level or direction of movement
which is not explicitly defined or
accompanied by a plan for achieve
ment. The dairy plants were ex
pected to have explicit goals and
plans, and the questions were
based on this assumption. How
ever, the manner in which the
questions were answered and the
inconsistencies revealed in the
analyses suggest that both types
of goals were involved but that
they did not indicate clearly which
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were which. It would seem highly
desirable in any subsequent study,
first to determine the nature of the
goals then to choose follow-up
questions accordingly.
Special
care should be taken not to prompt
"spur-of-the-moment goals" by im
plying that they should have ex
plicit goals.
The questions concerning goals
elicited a number of inconsistent
replies, especially between those
relating to volume, quality, and
efficiency. For example, one of the
managers made the following re
plies in answer to different ques
tions-(1) he decided to shift to
bulk handling because it would
improve the efficiency of his plant,
(2) efficiency would not be im
proved unless all milk was re
ceived in bulk, and (3) he never
expected to receive all milk in
bulk. There were numerous incon
sistencies between the answers
given by managers and those given
by directors. Substantial agree
ment would be expected if the
goals had been discussed and
agreed upon. In one case, some
directors of a plant stated volume
goals which were lower than the
plant had achieved the previous
vear. Few of the directors were
�cquainted with the current levels
of volume, quality, and efficiency
of their plants. Consequently, they
seemed to have no basis on which
to formulate explicit goals. The
managers and some of the officers
seemed to be the only ones in
volved in planning.
Since decision making concerns
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problem solving and a problem
is a difficulty in achieving a goal,
it is pertinent to investigate not
only the characteristics of the goal
but how it was formulated in the
first place. It was expected that the
goals would be directly and pro
portionately related to past and
present achievements but this was
not confirmed by the replies. This
may have been due partly to the
confusion of the two types of
goals. In retrospect, the investi
gators felt that more effort should
have been devoted toward finding
out how goals were determined.
The goal-formulating process may
involve a complex decision in
itself.
An attempt was made to find out
how much information managers
felt they needed in order to make a
decision. This was conceived in
terms of "degrees of knowledge,"
where certainty and uncertainty rep
resent the two extreme situations
and risk is the intermediate situa
tion in which the probabilities of
success are known. It was assumed
that decision making would occur
only under risk conditions since it
involves a rational choice between
alternatives whose outcomes are im
perfectly known. Under certainty
the outcomes are known and there
is no problem in selecting the best
alternative while under uncertainty
there is no rational basis for making
a choice. So-called "forced action"
decisions were considered to be
risk situations since sufficient proba
bilities were known to warrant mak
ing a choice.
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In the abstract, it is possible to
distinguish expected degree of suc
cess, expected probability of suc
cess, and degree of confidence in the
information on which the expecta
tions were based. However, there is
some doubt that decision makers or
dinarily make such distinctions.
There seemed to be considerable
correlation between expected de
grees of success and probabilities of
success but it was not clear whether
this was because of failure to make
such distinctions or not understand
ing the questions. It was apparent
that the managers did not think of
probabilities in explicit numerical
terms. Also, there were indications
that the probability estimates were
higher after the decisions were
made than they were before. One
manager stated that he never acted
unless he felt the outcome was ab
solutely certain. However, the enu
merator had observed the manager
previously in the process of making
the decision and, in his opinion, the
manager felt considerable doubt at
the time he made the decision. Since
the manager apparently was an
swering honestly, it seemed likely
that he simply forgot his doubts
once the decision was made. Some
of the other managers seemed to for
get their previous doubts, too.
It was difficult to determine how
the managers evaluated and used
information in making their deci
sions. Some managers seemed to be
more successful in making decisions
than might be expected from the
relative dearth of reliable informa
tion they received. It would seem

that their success was due either to
chance, intuition, or information
they had forgotten. Having made
the decisions, the managers seemed
to rationalize their actions and to
take a defensive attitude toward
anything which might reflect upon
their good judgement. Consequent
ly, it may be impossible to obtain a
clear picture of the decision-mak
ing process from ex paste direct
questioning. Alternatively, the in
vestigator might observe the man
agers in the process of making de
cisions but this also poses some
grave difficulties. If the observation
is made in a controlled experiment,
some of the usual conditions, such
as the urgency of the problem, may
be omitted and the use of intuition
may be inhibited. However, if the
observation is made under field con
ditions it may be impossible to de
tect and measure all of the factors
affecting the process. In both cases,
there is the everpresent danger that
the act of observing may influence
that which is being observed.
Decision-making roles may vary
from casual influences to actual par
ticipation in the process of making
the decision. A fairly clear and con
sistent picture of the direct partici
pation roles was obtained. The de
cisions were made largely by the
managers and then approved by the
boards of directors. Members, pa
trons, and others apparently did not
participate directly in the making of
the decisions. However, there were
indications of various influences on
the decisions made, some of the
strongest coming from equipment
salesmen. Although it was basically
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the members' and patrons' prob
lems the managers were seeking to
solve, there seemed to be no syste
matic communication between
them. Most of the managers knew
relatively few of their members and
patrons and they had never met
many of them. It was not possible to
trace all of the influences on the
managers' decisions and many of the
influences may have been so subtle
that the managers were never aware
of them. Others may have been for
gotten although the effect may have
remained subconsciously. Again, it
seems that ex paste direct question
ing may not reveal all of the relevant
information, and that observation of
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the process might reveal more.
It might be worthwhile, especial
ly from a methodological stand
point, to have one investigator ob
serve a decision process and to have
another conduct an ex paste study.
A series of such case studies should
enable them to select the better
techniques for decision-making re
search. In addition, it might be val
uable to test the conclusions of the
research in follow-up experiments
and field studies. For example, im
proved information or special train
ing in making decisions might be
given a selected group and their de
cisions and results compared with
a control group.
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APPENDIX B
SELECTED SECTIONS OF THE MANAGERS 1 SCHEDULE
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Budget Bureau Number -40-5 8 1 1 2
Expiration Date June 30, 1 959

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
Study of Managerial Decision Ma king and Procurement
Policies in Selected South Da kota Da iry Plants

Schedule Number 2
Name of Organization --------------------------------------------------------- ________________________________ _
i\ddress ____----- · --------- ·----------------____________________________________________________________ --· -----· __________
M a nag er ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Interview er ---------------· ---------------------------------------------- Date _____________________________ _____
Part I. The Bulk Milk Decision
1. When, did this plant begin receiving whole milk?____________________________ ________ _
2. When was the official decision made on bulk handling? __________________________
3. Was the decision in favor of bulk handling? Yes ( ) No ( )
IF YES When did bulk receiving operations begin? _______________________________ _
4. Concerning the official decision on bulk handling
a. \i\That was your personal decision? in favor ( ) against (
undecided ( )
b. IF MANAGER MADE A DECISION Did you recommend your decision to the board of directors? Ye.s (
) No (
)
IF NO Explain ________________________________________ ------------------------------------____________
c. What was the board's decision? in favor ( ) Against ( ) did
not make a decision ( )
cl)

(1 More space was provided for answers of this type in the original schedule; extra lines
· were omitted in this Appendix Schedule to conserve space.
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Part II. Procurement Policies, Goals and Results
Section A. Volume of Business
1. What were your physical volume figures for the fiscal year ending in
1957 and what do you expect for fiscal 1958?
1958
1957
________________
a. Butter manufactured ( pounds )
________________
b. Cream purchased ( lbs. of b.f. )
________________
c. Whole milk purchased for mfg. ( pounds )
d. Pounds of butterfat in whole milk for mfg. ________________
e. Estimated bulk milk receipts for mfg. ( lbs ) . _______________ _
2. Would you prefer receiving
a. all milk and no cream Yes ( ) No ( )
IF YES Wh Y--- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------b. all milk in bulk Yes ( ) No ( )
3. What do you consider an "optimum" ( most desirable ) annual volume
for this plant with its present equipment?
a. butter production ________________________pounds
b. whole milk receipts ________________________ pounds
c. Why did you choose these figures? _____________________________________________________ ___ _
4. What do you consider an "ideal" volume for this plant with such addi
tional facilities as might be required?
a. butter production ________________________ pounds
b. whole milk receipts ________________________ pounds
c. why did you choose these figures?___________________________________________________________ _
5. Do you plan to increase your volume of business during the next five
years? Yes ( ) No ( )
IF NO, SKIP TO Q. 6
IF YES
a. How much, in terms of pounds of butterfat?____________________ ________________________
b. What proportions of the increase do you expect to obtain from
( 1 ) increased production of present patrons
________________ %
( 2 ) new patrons in your present supply area
______ __________ %
_______________ %
( 3 ) new patrons outside your present supply area
c. How do you expect to get the additional volume ( new procurement
practices, consolidation, etc. ) ?----------------------------------------------------------- ______ _
d. How do you think your competitors will react to your actions? _________ _
e. How do you expect to counteract your competitor's reactions ( i.e.,
.
. . ) .? -------------------------------------outmaneuver them or meet their competition
6. If you did not change your procurement policies or practices, how much
milk and cream would you expect to receive during the next fiscal year?
a. cream ( pounds of butterfat ) -------------------------------b. can milk ( pounds )
-------------------------------c. bulk milk ( pounds )
--------------------------------
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7. ·what are the minimum amounts of milk and cream you will be satisfied
to receive during the next fiscal year?
a. cream ( pounds of butterfat ) --------------------------------------------------------------b. can milk ( pounds )
-------------------------------c. bulk milk ( pounds )
Section B. Quality
1. What percentage of your receipts ( production ) of ( cream, etc. ) for the
fiscal year ending in 1957 was of ( sweet cream, No. 1, etc ) quality?
Sweet : ________ % No. l : ________ % No. 2 ______ % Reject : ________ %
a. crean1
No. 2 : ________
UC : ________
b. can milk
No. l : ________
Reject : ________
c. bulk
No. 2 : ________
No. ! : ________
UC : ________
Reject : ________
No. 2 : ________
d. skim milk
UC : ________
No. l : ________
Reject : ________
e. butter
AA : _ _______
A · ________
B : ________
C : _______ _
NOTE : All lines above should total 100%.
2. How satisfactory do you consider this situation?
very unsatisfactory ( )
unsatisfactory ( )
neither (
satisfactory ( )
very satisfactory ( )
,3. What quality goals, if any, do you have for
a. 1959? ---------------------------___________________________ ----------------------------------------------__________
b. 1964? ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_ ------c. ____ _______________ ? ( eventual ) --------------------------------------------------------------------- _________ _
d. why did you choose these goals? -------------------------------------------------------------e. what do you plan to do to achieve these goals? ( new procurement
practices ) -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------·
Section C. Efficiency
1. What does "efficiency" mean to you? ( Define "efficiency." ) ________ · -------- --- -2. What are some measures of efficiency, in rank order?
Rank How is it related to efficiency?
Measure
a. ------------------------------------------------------ ( ) ------------------------------------------------------

b. ------------------------------------------------------ (

c. --------------·---------------------------------------- (

d. ------------------------------------------------------ (

) --------------------------··--· ·-------·------------------

) ---------------------------------------------------- --

) ------------·------------------------------------------

e. --- --------------------------------------------------- ( ) ------------------------------------------··· ----------.
( If not mentioned, ask about costs, prices received and paid, and pat
ronage refunds. Check unprompted answers. )
3. What were your manufacturing costs ( including overhead ) per pound
of butter for last fiscal year? -------------------------------------- ¢
4. How do you think your manufacturing costs compare with those of your
competitors?
Higher ( )
Same (
Lower (
_Do not know (
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5. What manufacturing costs goals do you have for
a. next fiscal year ( 1959 ) ? -----------------------------------------------------------------------------·
b. five years from now ( 1964 ) ? ------------------------------------------------------ _____ -----·
c. eventual (
) ? ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ____ _
d. Why did you choose these goals? ------------------------------------------- ____________ ____
e. How do you plan to achieve these goals? ----------------------------------------------- -6. What assembly cost goals do you have for
Cream
Bulk Milk
Can Milk
( per cwt. )
( per cwt. )
( per lb. of b.f. )
a. next fiscal year:
--------------------¢
--------------------¢
--------------------¢
( 1959 )
b. five years from now?
--------------------¢
--------------------¢
-------------------- ¢
( 1964 )
c. eventual?
--------------------¢
--------------------¢
____________________ f}
d. Why did you choose these goals? ----------------------------------------------------------__
e. How do you plan to achieve these goals? -----------------------------------------------Part III. Information
Section A. Degree of Knowledge
l. You told me earlier that you were personally ( in favor of, against, un
decided about ) bulk handling at the time that the "official" plant de
cisions were made.
IF UNDECIDED
Would you say you tended to favor bulk handling, tended to be against
or were neutral?
undecided, tending in favor ( )
undecided, neutral (
undecided, tending against ( )
2. When you formed your own opinion :
a. did you feel that you knew enough about bulk handling?
No ( )
Yes ( )
b. did you feel the information you had was sufficiently reliable?
Yes ( )
No ( )
c. was the information clear enough to be useful to you?
Yes ( )
No ( )
d. comments · ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. Based on the information available to you at the time the bulk milk de
cision was made, how successful did you think bulk handling would be
as compared with can handling ( in terms of cost, quality, convenience
efficiency and any other factor you considered important ) ?
immediately more successful ( )
eventually more successful (
no difference ( )
less successful ( )
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a. How much confidence did you have in your information and evalua
tion, in terms of so many chances in 10 that your conclusion was cor
rect ( i.e., how certain did you feel of the predicted outcome ) ?
( Circle ) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
b. ( If manager concluded bulk handling would be more or less success
ful ),
How successful or unsuccessful ( circle correct one ) did you feel bulk
moderately ( )
slightly ( )
handling would be?
highly ( )
---------------------------------------- ( )
c. ( 1 ) Suppose your information had led you to feel that bulk handling
would be highly successful. And suppose you were very sure of
yourself-suppose you thought the chances were 10 in 10 that
you were right. Would you have decided to go into bulk handl
ing ( + ) ? Would you have decided against bulk handling ( - ) ?
,i\Tould you have preferred not to make a decision ( 0 ) ?
( 2 ) If you had heen less sure o f yourself-say, chances seemed to be
9 in 10 that you were right. Would you have decided for bulk
handling? Against it? Prefer not to decide?
( 3 ) ( Continue this line of questioning until a point is reached where
a negative decision would be made )
( 4 ) ( Repeat line of questioning for "moderately" successful )
( 5 ) ( Again repeat for "slightly" successful )
Chances of correct conclusion
Answer table
Expected degree of success
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
( 1 ) highly successful
( 2 ) moderately successful
( 3 ) slightly successful
d. How would your answers to "c" have differed if the financial condi
tion of your plant had been :
( 1 ) better ? _____ -------------------------------------------------------------------___________ _____________ _
( 2 ) worse? _______ ------·--------------------------------------------------------------________ ______________ _
e. How would your answers to "c" have differed if the procurement sit
uation of your plant had been :
( 1 ) better? -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------··--- · -------· _
( 2 ) worse? -------··----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------___ _
Section B. Sources and Channels

1. When did you first hear of bulk handling? ------------------------- ------------ -·---- ___ _
a. How did you hear about it? ----------------------------------------------------------- ________ _
b. What kind of information did you get when you first heard of bulk
handling ? __________ ____ ------------------------------------------------------------________ ------------------c. Were you immediately interested?
Yes ( )
No ( )
d. IF NO : When did you become seriously interested? _______________________ __ _
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2. IF PLANT IS RECEIVING BULK: Was your plant the first in this area
( of overlapping supply areas ) to decide to shift to bulk?
No ( )
Yes ( )
3. Did you observe other bulk milk operations before the decision was
made in your plant? Yes ( )
No ( )
IF YES :
a. Which plants? ________ ------· ___· -----------------------------------------------------------------------_
b. What did you learn? ---- - - -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ·· 4. Did you discuss the subject with other managers who had bulk hanNo ( )
dling experience before the decision was made? Yes ( )
IF YES:
a. Who? ________________________________________________________________________ ----------------· · ---________________
b. What did you learn ? --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
5. a. Where did you get the i11Jormation that you consider was the most
helpful for your personal evaluation and conclusions? _______________________ _
b. What did you learn from this source? ------------------------------------------- __________
6. From which of the following sources do you recall getting some infor
mation on bulk milk handling?
Information
No
Not
information
Useful
useful
a. Radio
b. Television
c. Newspaper
d. Dairy farm, trade or
technical periodicals
e. General farm periodicals
f. State or USDA publications
g. Meetings attended
h. Conference proceedings
or papers
i. Annual reports of dairy plants
j. Visits to plants handling milk
k. People who had experience
in bulk
I. County agent
m. College people
n. Equipment salesmen
o. Other
Section C. Types and Evaluation
l. What kinds of information did you look for at the time you were trying
to decide about bulk handling? --------------------------------------------------------------------
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2. Of these kinds of information, which did you find to be ( may list sev
eral in rank order ) :
a. very valuable ? ___________________ . ----------------------------------------________________________________
b. some value ? -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------c. little or no value? ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ·----------------d. found easily? ___ ___________ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------· _
e. found with difficultv? ______ --------------------------------------------------------------____________
f. not found? ______________ ., _ ·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. Were there kinds of information which you overlooked at the time but
would want if you had to make the decision over again?
Yes ( )
No ( )
IF YES : What were they? -----------------------------------------------------------------------------4. What do you think about the usability of the infmmation you found
( i.e., form, content, understandability, clarity, etc. ) ? ------------------------------5. How reliable do you think the information was ( i.e., contradictions,
misleading, unscientific, etc. ) ? -------------------------------------------------------------------6. From what sources have you generally found :
a. 111ost usable information? ------------------------------------------------------------------------. .
b. least usable information? ----------------------------------------------------------------_________ _
c. most reliable? ----------------------------------------------------------- -----------________ ________ ________
d. least reliable ? -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------______ ___ _
7. How, in your opinion, could information you need be made more useful
to you? --------------------------·- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------8. What kinds of information did you provide to the directors for their use
in deciding on bulk handling? ---------------------------------------------------------------------9. Where else did they get information, and what kind did they get, to
your knowledge? ___________________________________________________________________________________________ _
10. What information did you provide to others for their use in making the
decision on bulk handling ( i.e., the plant decision ) ?
a. Types of info1mation : -------------------------------------------------------------- -----------· -----b. To wl1om · ----··----------------------------------------------------------------------------------__________ _
11. How did you find out whether, and how much, patrons were interested
in having the plant receive bulk milk? ---------------------------------------- ---------------Part IV. Participants and Roles in Managerial Decision Making
Section A. Manager's Role
1. When were you born? ------------------------------------ where : -------------------------- ----
( State of birth )
2. How many years of school did you complete? ------------------------ ·--·---------------3. When did you become manager of this plant? --------------------------------------------
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4. Had you had previous managerial experience? Yes (
No (
IF YES :
a. \Vhere? _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ _
b. When? ____________ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------··· ________ _ _
c. Position and duties : ---------------------------------------------------------------------- __________ _
5. What non-managerial experience have you had?
Title
Duties

No. of yrs.

6. \Vhat are your primary duties, what proportion of your time does each
take, how important are they, how well do you like them , and how well
do you do them?
Impor- Prefer- Performance
tance
ence
Time
Nature of duties
Rank
Rank
Rank
%

( 1 ) ---------------------------------------
( 9. ) . --- ···----------------------------------

---- ----------

--------------

--------------

-------- ------

--------------

--------------

--------------

--------------

Usually (
7. Do you attend board meetings?
Always (
Occasionally ( )
Seldom ( )
Never ( )
Please explain the policy regarding your attendance at board meetings :
8. Does the board have executive sessions from which you are usually excluded?
Yes ( )
No ( )
IF YES :
a. What are you told about what goes on in these sessions? ______________________
b. Who usually tells you? -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---9. When the board makes a policy decision, what role do you usually
play? ( you initiate actions, they consult you often or seldom, they act
without your advice, etc. ) --------------------------------------------------------- ___________________
10. How much influence would you say that you have with the board?
· Dominant ( )
Considerable ( )
Moderate ( )
Slight ( )
None ( )
Explain : -------------------------------------------11. Do you feel that they allow you enough influence?
No ( )
Yes ( )
Explain : ------------------------------------ ________ . ________ _
12. Does the board allow you to make any policy decisions?
a. Often ( )
Seldom ( )
Never ( )
b. IF OFTEN OR SELDOM : All kinds of policies (
certain
kinds only ( )
c. IF CERTAIN KINDS ONLY: What kinds? ____________________________ _________ _
d. Does the board review your decisions ( if any ) ? Yes ( ) No ( )
13. Did you initiate the idea ( i.e., suggest the action to the board )
a. to shift to whole milk Yes ( )
No ( )
IF YES
How?
IF NO
Who did? _________________________ ________________
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b. to start bulk receiving? Yes ( )
No ( )
IF YES
How?
Who did? __________________________ __________ _,
IF NO
c. to set present price policy on bulk milk? Yes ( )
No ( )
IF NO
Who did? -----------------------------------------IF YES
How?
14. Do you feel that the board does not give you enough guidance (
gives you just the right amount of guidance ( )
or gives you too
much guidance ( )
15. When you want the board to do something how do you go about getting
what you want? That is, how do you persuade them or sell them on an
idea? _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _
Section B. Roles of Directors
1. vVho were on the board at the time the decision on bulk milk receiving
was made?
Office held
Office held
a.
now, if any
at that time
Name
( 1 ) -------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------
( 2 ) -------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------- -----------b. Could you give me a brief personal description of each of these direc
tors? If you do not know some of the answers please give your best
estimate. ( Fill out separate personal data sheet on each director. )
2. Describe how the president conducts board meetings? ------------------�--------3. Does the board of directors :
No
Yes
a. have a ruling clique?
Yes
No
b. have disagreeing factions?
Yes
No
c. have an executive committee?
d. have one dominant personality?
Yes (
No ( )
Explain how the board operates when it has a problem to study and decide on· ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. Is the board more strongly influenced by some patrons than others?
Yes ( )
No ( )
IF YES : Who are the most influential patrons ; which directors do they
usually influence; and are they related through business,
blood, social group, etc.?
Section C. Patrons and Stockholders
1. What proportion of your patrons do you know by sight?
______________________________ %
a. Bulk milk patrons?
______________________________ %
b. Can milk patrons?
______________________________%
c. Cream patrons?
2. How frequently do patrons come to you for advice?
often ( )
seldom ( )
never ( )
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Section D. Employees and Others
1. Who were your full-time creamery department and supervisory em
ployees at the time the decision on bulk milk receiving was made?
Still
a.
employed
Position
Name
or duties?
here?

(1)

b. Did any of them discuss bulk handling with you or the board?
Yes ( )
No ( )
( IF YES )
c. Who? -----------------------·-------------·-----------------------------------------------------------------------d. What were their attitudes on bulk? --------------------------------------------·-----------·
e. How influential were they? ------------------------------------------------------------------- --·
2. Who were your assembly truck drivers at the time the decision on bulk
milk rec;eiving was made?
Still with
Can milk
Employee
a.
Plant?
or cream
Name
or Contract

( 1 ) ---------------------------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ----·---------------·

b. Did any of them discuss bulk handling with you or the board?
No ( )
Yes ( )
( IF YES )
c. Who? ______________ ·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- __________
d. What were their attitudes on bulk? ------------------------------------------------------ ·e. How influential were they? ----------------------------------------------------- --------· _________ _
3. Which employee or driver helps you most in making decisions? ____________
4. Do any of the employees or drivers ever advise or report directly to the
directors? Yes ( )
No ( )
( IF YES )
a. \Vho ? ______________ . ·-------------------------------------------------__________________________________________ _
b. To whom? ( whole board or individual director ) ___________________ -----------·
c. Do you feel that this interferes with your functions?
No ( )
Yes ( )
( IF YES )
How? ____ --------------·------------------------------------------------------_______________________ . ___ ·-----------·
5. Did you have a field man before the bulk milk decision was made?
Yes ( )
No ( )
IF YES
a. Did he discuss bulk handling with you or the board?
No ( )
Yes ( )
b. IF YES TO a. What was his attitude on bulk? -------------------------------------·
c. How influential was he? ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ------
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6. Who else advises or aids you in decision making ( equipment salesmen,
banks, local businessmen, etc. ) ?
Address?
Occupation?
a.
Name ( rank order ) ?
( 1 ) ---------------------------------------b. Did any of them discuss bulk handling with you or the board?
Yes ( )
No ( )

IF YES

c. Who?
d. What were their attitudes on bulk? ---------------------------------------------------------e. How influential were they? -----------------------------------------------------------·----------f. Did any of them discuss bulk handling with the directors?
Yes ( )
No ( )

IF YES
Who? -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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